Case 17- Tamara Carrasco
The activist of the CDR of Viladecans said: "my jail is twenty
square kilometers."
Description
On April 10, 2018, agents of the
Spanish Civil Guard presented
themselves at the home of Tamara
Carrasco, searched the place, took
away various materials and arrested
Ms. Carrasco, accusing her of
sedition, rebellion and belonging to
a terrorist organization. Based on
these charges, Tamara Carrasco was
transferred to Madrid and placed at
the disposal of the National Court, a
special court, heir of the Francoist
“Public Order Court”, which acts in
cases of terrorism.

Before
Tamara Carrasco participated in the activities of the Republic Defense Committee (CDR)
of her city, Viladecans, and participated in actions of peaceful protest against the
imprisonment of Catalan independentist politicians and in favor of the Republic. Tamara
had at her home various CDR materials: posters, shirts, yellow bows, whistles, and a
cardboard mask with the face of Jordi Cuixart, one of the jailed independentists. The
materials confiscated also included a Google Maps itinerary that, according to Ms.
Carrasco, was to be able to find the headquarters of the Civil Guard in Barcelona with the
sole purpose of attending a demonstration in front of its premises. All this material was
confiscated by the Civil Guard. Recordings on her WhatsApp account that referred to
protest actions to paralyze the country (road cuts and blocking access to market places)
were taken as well. These recordings were leaked to the media and served to fuel
terrorist discourse on the part of the media against independence. In no case was there
evidence of any terrorist or simply violent action committed by Ms. Carrasco.

The outcome
Forty-eight hours after the detention of her arrest, Judge Diego de Egea, a judge from the
Military Juridical Corps, appointed as a judge in support of court no. 6 of the National Court,
dictated the provisional release of Ms. Carrasco. The judge's interlocutory decree questioned
the accusations of rebellion, sedition, and terrorism held by the public prosecutor and imposed
on Tamara Carrasco the ban on leaving her municipality, except to go to work, and the obligation

to present herself before the nearest court weekly, which is in the nearby city of Gavà. This
prohibition was not lifted to Ms. Carrasco, even to be able to visit her mother at a time when
she suffered an accident and could not leave her home.
Tamara Carrasco arrived from Madrid without any legal accusation based on specific facts. On
October 8, her lawyer, Tamara, and her support group, convened a press conference where they
disclosed a National Court’s interlocutory decree dated October 2, that stated that they will
maintain the precautionary measures onto Ms. Carrasco because "the activity of the CDR
continues which has not stopped for the moment". Benet Salellas, lawyer of Tamara Carrasco,
denounced in this press conference "the grave violation of fundamental rights that involves
denying the freedom of Tamara Carrasco because of what other people do." According to Mr.
Salellas, this decision "dynamites the foundations of the very rule of law and the principle of
protecting citizens’ fundamental rights that must govern it."
After a few weeks, unable to prove the initial accusation of terrorism and after six months of
Ms. Carrasco’s confinement, Judge De Egea dictated a new interlocutory decree by which he
was withdrawing from the case, but not in order to transfer it to a specific court, but in a generic
way for the case to be transferred to the Dean courts of Barcelona, Lleida, Tarragona and Girona.
This inhibition without specifying a court to which the case should be transferred, left Ms.
Carrasco in limbo and prevented her from having an effective investigating court before which
to put forward her defense and before which, for instance, be allowed to request the lifting of
the ban on leaving her municipality, which is still in force.
During this time, it was again requested for the precautionary measures to be lifted to the
National Court -this one being the only competent court where the lawyer could address
himself- and they again refuse to lift the measures with the sole argument that “the facts are
very serious”, but Tamara Carrasco continues without knowing which are the facts she is accused
of.
On 16 January, she learned, on the same day that sixteen independentists, including the mayors
of two populations, were detained illegally in Girona, through the press that her case was taken
up by the court of Gavà and that she was not even accused of public disorder. At the moment,
she does not have as yet any official news from this specific court.

Violated laws
The arrest of Tamara Carrasco, the circumstances in which it occurred, the disproportion
between the crimes that were initially alleged, and those that are finally maintained to be taken
to a trial after months of confinement of the person accused, raises a violation of fundamental
rights such as the ones of association, freedom of expression, or the one of participation in public
affairs, protected under articles 20, 21, 22 and 23 of the Spanish Constitution. These rights are
also protected under articles 9, 10 and 11 of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR)
and articles 19, 22 and 25, of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights of the
United Nations (PIDCP); both ratified by Spain.
On the other hand, the legal status of Tamara Carrasco, who has not been assigned a specific
court in charge of investigating her case since November, is a violation of the right of effective
judicial protection enshrined in article 24 of the Spanish Constitution. This same right is also
protected, in different formulations, under article 14 of the ICCPR and by article 6 of the ECHR.
Moreover, this is a situation contrary to the provisions of the Spanish Criminal Procedure Act in
its articles 15, 18 and 25.

The confinement of Ms. Carrasco in her municipality of residence restricts the freedom of
movements that article 19 of the Spanish Constitution recognizes and grants to all citizens.
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